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The Augmented Reality series of mobile games will be coming to PlayStation Vita. You will get a
large world full of 3D battles where even an ordinary hero can save the world. The game allows you
to enjoy the game even while you are at work or at school. • Augmented Reality and Characters
from the Manga The first portable Augmented Reality game from Naturalist (the same people that
brought you the AR Card series for PS Vita), AR Core: The Augmented of Romance will allow you to
become the hero of the story by carrying out your own parts by manipulating the characters in the
world around you. You can play over 140 characters from the manga and get the high-touch action
game experience in the AR Core of Romance. – About Dragon Quest IX With Dragon Quest IX for PS
Vita, Dragon Quest fans have been treated to a multitude of enhancements. Most notable is the port
of the game to PS Vita, with special features such as the ability to carry out continuous attacks and a
new Target Master feature. Also, many of the game’s popular missions have been brought over to PS
Vita. With more than 20 missions included, you can enjoy reliving the thrill of the original story as it
unfolds through the game’s main scenario along with side missions. – Story The story of Dragon
Quest IX will unfold in Hyrule with a new set of characters. The protagonist-estimable young man
Domaque received an order from the ruler of the country and set out on a journey. Soon, a group of
familiar faces will cross his path and he will meet up with a strong-willed princess who is on the
search for her missing brother. – Main Scenario The main scenario is the same as in the original
Dragon Quest IX. With more than 20 missions, you will be able to relive the thrill of the original story
along with side missions. The protagonist, the hero who will experience the adventure, will meet up
with many new characters in his journey. – AR Missions In addition to the story, you can play over
140 AR missions in addition to the regular missions. – Old Characters * Quistis, the protagonist of the
original Dragon Quest IX. * Morrie, Gertrude, and Leblanc, three characters that appear in Side
Missions in the old version. – New Characters * Lorrima, the beautiful princess who will accompany
the protagonist. * Jennifer, a young

Features Key:
Enchanting Action RPG with Castlevania-Like System
In-depth customization of the character
Traditional JRPG epic storyline
Character creation: full customization and high replayability
Play as two different characters at the same time and switch instantly

More background

The background of the game is varied and turbulent. The Elven Empire was overtaken by the ogres of the
west, and the Nine Kingdoms the north seceded from the Empire. The Elves have committed the sin of
“tainting the purity of blood” to save the world, and as a result were subjugated for hundreds of years. The
people were forced to live in warrens and protect their lives by hunting goblins, and at the same time they
were forced to live in isolation. The Elves decided to rise one more time, and subjugated the ogres and the
orcs of the west to get them for the sake of achieving their true purpose. It was only because of this great
struggle that the World Tree was handed over to humankind.
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Now the Elven Empire, which calls the Nine Kingdoms to the back, has been revived. The rebellion of the
Nine Kingdoms is on the rise. Their path is winding into a climax that will shake the world. You, and a few
other warriors who rallied for you, the small, weak and tattered branch of the Elven branch with their above-
average intelligence. Looking at your roots and going on, you ascend into a powerful beast, the strongest
warrior of the Nine Kingdoms, “The Tarnished Dragon”.
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